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While the Nation’s obesity epidemic makes daily headlines, its effect on the U.S. military has largely been unreported: 
a 61 percent rise in obesity since 2002 among active duty forces; more than $1.5 billion in annual obesity-related 

health care spending and costs to replace unfit personnel; significant recruiting challenges with nearly one in four young 
adults too heavy to serve; and newly released data in this report showing overall ineligibility above 70 percent in most states. 

With this in mind, the more than 450 retired senior military leaders who comprise Mission: Readiness are marking the start 
of the third school year in which—thanks to Congress’ enactment of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010—millions of 
students are now eating healthier school meals with more whole grains, fruits, vegetables and lean proteins. This is also the first 
year in which candy and many other high-calorie, low-nutrient snacks and beverages in vending machines and elsewhere are 
being replaced with healthier snacks and drinks. 

These changes are important victories in the battle against obesity.  America’s youth spend considerable time at school, and 
many young people consume up to half of their daily calories there. If we are to win, schools must be our allies. 

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), more than 90 percent of the country’s school districts are successfully 
meeting the healthier meal standards. Recent surveys indicate widespread student acceptance of healthier lunches across all 
grade levels. Furthermore, 72 percent of parents nationwide favor updated nutrition standards for school meals and school 
snacks, while 91 percent favor requiring schools to serve fruits or vegetables with every meal. From a financial perspective, 
USDA projects that school food service revenue will far outpace costs over five years.

We understand that some schools need additional support to help meet the updated standards, such as better equipment and 
more staff training, and that support should be provided. At the same time, moving forward with implementation of the 
standards for all schools is paramount. Students depend on schools to reinforce efforts by parents and communities to put them 
on track for healthy and productive lives. Healthy school meals and snacks are a vital part of that effort. 

When it comes to children’s health and our national security, retreat is not an option.
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RETREAT IS NOT AN 
OPTION FOR Maryland

NEARLY 1 IN 4 IS TOO HEAVY TO JOIN, & 
1 IN 8 WHO GOT IN IS NOW OBESE

The more than 450 retired military leaders who comprise 
Mission: Readiness know that healthier school meals 
and snacks are vital for addressing the nation’s obesity 
epidemic and supporting national security as well.

Our previous reports—including Too Fat to Fight—have 
detailed how weight and fitness problems often prevent 
young people from qualifying for the military. Data now 
show that these issues also pose tremendous challenges 
for millions of active duty personnel. 

Currently, 12 percent of active duty service members 
are obese based on height and weight—an increase of 
61 percent since 2002—which is resulting in serious 
problems with injuries and dismissals.1  Given that one-
third of American children and teens are now obese or 
overweight (including 26 percent of teens in Maryland) 
and nearly one-quarter of Americans ages 17 to 24 are 
too overweight to serve in our military, the obesity rate 
among active duty service members could get even worse 
in the future if we 
do not act.2 Obesity 
among our military 
and their families 
is costing our 
defense budget well over $1.5 billion a year in health care 
spending and recruiting replacements for those who are 
too unfit to serve.3 

IT WAS NOT ALWAYS LIKE THIS

When World War II began, frequent undernourishment 
and health problems stemming from the Great Depression 
meant that our troops were, on average, an inch and a 

half shorter than troops 
are today. In fact, 
military leaders led by 
Major General Lewis B. 
Hershey (the Director 
of the Selective Service 

System at the time) stepped in and urged Congress to pass 
a national school lunch program to improve the health 
and well-being of our nation’s children and youth.4 
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Sources: Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, Trust for America’s Health.

70% of young Marylanders cannot 
join the military (see page 8).

What has changed?
Due to poor nutrition and health 
before World War II, U.S. troops 
in the war were on average 1.5 
inches shorter than today.

That is why General Hershey, the 
Director of Selective Service, called 
for Congress to approve a National  
School Lunch program in 1945.

That is why over 450 retired admirals  
and generals support healthier meals 
and snacks in our schools.

Mostly due to excess calories and 
too little exercise, young adults 
today are on average 20 pounds 
heavier than in 1960.

Percent of obese adults (Body Mass Index of 30+)
0-9.9% 10-14.9% 15-19.9% 20-24.9% 25-29.9% 30-34.9% 35%+No Data
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Today, however, children are surrounded by too many 
calories and not enough opportunities for exercise, a 
combination that has played a major role in the tripling of 
childhood obesity rates over the past three decades.

Young American men as a whole are now 20 pounds 
heavier than the average male in his twenties was in 1960.5  

Obesity is one of the main reasons why 70 percent of 
young adults in Maryland and more than 70 percent 
nationwide are unable to serve in today’s military. This 
includes young adults in families with generations of 
military service, and others who have the critical skills our 
military needs but cannot join simply because of too many 
extra pounds.6

WHAT HAS HAPPENED?

Children’s biology has not changed in the course of a 
single generation. What has changed dramatically is 
our nutritional and exercise environment. Things that 
would have been considered absurd in the 1960s are 
now commonplace in American society, such as drinking 
sugary drinks daily instead of milk or water, or watching 

television and playing video games all afternoon instead 
of riding bikes and playing outside with friends.

Obesity is not the only problem. During the critical 
adolescent years for bone growth—ages 11 to 14 for girls 
and 13 to 17 for boys—children have a heightened need 
for calcium, vitamin D and exercise.  But 85 percent 
of girls and 58 percent of boys at these ages are not 
getting enough calcium and nearly half of boys and 
girls in those age groups are not getting enough vitamin 
D in their diets.7  One reason for this problem is that 
consumption of milk has dropped and been overtaken 
by rising consumption of sugary drinks.8 Compounding 
the problem, more than two-thirds of adolescents 
nationwide and 78 percent in Maryland do not get the 
recommended hour of exercise daily.9 More exercise will 
help with our national problem of obesity, but that is 
only one part of the equation.10  

THE MILITARY IS NOT IMMUNE 

Our country should rightly be proud of everyone serving 
in uniform. The majority of the men and women in 
the military are very fit and form the strongest overall 
fighting force in America’s history.

Yet even the military is not immune to rising weight 
problems among some troops. These problems are 
not only a challenge for military recruiters looking 
for enough fit individuals, but they are also leading to 
increased injuries and dismissals among those who serve.

For example, the military’s basic training programs work 
wonders to get young men and women into shape rapidly 
by replacing fat with muscle. But many recruits enter 
basic training with significant challenges:

• Each year, thousands of recruits lose 20 pounds or 
more to join the military, and they are at a higher 
risk of gaining that weight back once they leave 
basic training.11 

• According to one study, one out of every seven male 
Army recruits reported that they had not exercised or 
played any sports in a typical week prior to joining.12

Keeping young men and women in shape after basic 
training is another challenge:

• One study of more than 2,000 men in a U.S. Army 
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light-infantry brigade in Afghanistan found that 14 
percent were obese.13 

• Across the military, too many men and women are 
not just overweight but actually obese. In 2002, less 
than eight percent of active duty service members 
were obese, but by 2011 that figure had jumped to 
more than 12 percent—a 61 percent increase.14 

Basic training can help to build a lot of muscle, but 
strengthening bones is not as easy. The military is facing 
an unprecedented rise in the type of injuries that stem, 
in part, from poor nutrition and lack of physical activity 
in adolescence:

• The obese service members in the brigade in 
Afghanistan were 40 percent more likely to 
experience an injury than those with a healthy 
weight, and slower runners were 49 percent more 
likely to be injured.15 

• This higher risk of injuries has serious consequences 
for our forces in combat: there were 72 percent more 
medical evacuations from Afghanistan and Iraq to 

Germany for stress fractures, serious sprains and 
other similar injuries than for combat wounds.16  

Finally, problems with weight and fitness are leading 
to dismissals among those who serve, and are placing 
significant burdens on our defense budget:

• Thousands of unfit personnel are let go each year at 
a great cost to taxpayers. In 2012, for example, the 
Army dismissed 3,000 soldiers and the Navy and 
Air Force each dismissed 1,300 service members 
for being overweight or out of shape. The cost to 
recruit, screen and train their replacements amounts 
to nearly half a billion dollars.17

• The military spends well over $1 billion a year to 
treat weight-related health problems such as heart 
disease and diabetes through its TRICARE health 
insurance for active duty personnel, reservists, 
retirees and their families.18   

• Obesity is contributing greatly to rising health care 
spending within the military, which now accounts 
for 10 percent of the total defense budget.19 

There were more medical evacuations from Afghanistan and Iraq to Germany for stress 
fractures, serious sprains and other similar injuries than for combat wounds. Excess 
weight can lead to more injuries.
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THE TRANSITION TO HEALTHIER MEALS IN 
SCHOOLS IS WORKING

Good nutrition starts at home, and parents play a central 
role. But with children consuming up to half of their daily 
calories while at school and out of sight of their parents, 
schools should be a focal point in the nation’s effort to 
combat childhood obesity.

Since the bipartisan enactment of the Healthy, Hunger-
Free Kids Act in 2010, the vast majority of schools have 
implemented updated nutrition standards successfully. 
USDA is providing kitchen equipment grants and technical 
assistance to schools that are facing challenges implementing 
the updated standards. We should continue to support any 
schools that are having a tougher time, but like our armed 
forces, we should not stop when the going gets tough. 

The new approach of serving healthier food and drinks in 
schools is working, according to available research and data:

• According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), more than 90 percent of schools 
nationwide and 100 percent of schools in Maryland 
are successfully serving healthier meals that meet 
the new standards.20   

• In a study published in Childhood Obesity, 70 percent 
of elementary school administrators concluded that 

“students like the new lunches” and that acceptance of 
the changes had grown over time.21 

• A recent poll showed that, across party lines, the majority 
of parents support the updated nutrition standards for 
school meals and snacks. Nine out of ten parents also 
support requiring schools to include a serving of fruits or 
vegetables with every meal.22

• A study by Harvard University researchers found that 
plate waste (food thrown away) decreased when the 
updated nutrition standards were put in place in a large, 
urban school district.23  

• The same Harvard study found that under the 
new guidelines, children added 23 percent more 

Our armed services are working hard to change the nutritional and 
exercise environment within the military. 

In 2013, the military launched a campaign called Operation Live 
Well to improve the health of our troops and their families. Chief 
among these efforts is the Healthy Base Initiative at 14 pilot 
sites across the country, aimed at promoting health among 
troops and their families by educating them about the 
dangers of a sedentary lifestyle and poor nutrition and 
creating environments that support healthy behavior. The 
initiative will allow the military to see which innovations 
are working at different bases and identify the ones that 
could be expanded service-wide. The Department of Defense 
is currently collecting and evaluating results from the first phase, 
which will be reported by August 2015.33 

Services have also launched their own initiatives. The Army’s “Go 
for Green” initiative, for example, uses food and beverage labels 
to point out “high performance food” (marked in green) and 
“performance limiting food” (marked in red) in meal lines and 

vending machines. It has also changed menus to include more 
nutrient-dense foods, including whole grains, green vegetables 
and reduced-fat milk, as well as fewer fried foods and sugary 
beverages than in the past.34 Meanwhile, the Air Force offers 
courses to parents living on bases about how to encourage their 

young children to eat healthier foods and become more active. 
Another class provides health coaches to retirees who are 
at risk for obesity-related health problems.35 In response to 
the consequences of obesity and lack of fitness, the Navy 
has made accommodations for individuals who are less fit 

or more prone to injuries by giving every recruit custom-
fitted running shoes and using more forgiving materials on 

their tracks.36 

Experts in the military know that this problem did not emerge 
overnight and will not go away overnight, but they are committed 
to coming up with long-term solutions that provide real results. 
However, the military cannot reverse the nation’s obesity epidemic 
on its own. 

THE MILITARY’S INNOVATIVE EFFORTS TO ADDRESS OBESITY
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fruits to their plates, and children ate 16 percent       
more vegetables.24 

• Schools received an additional $200 million in revenue 
during the first year of implementation of the updated 
standards due to increased reimbursement rates. USDA 
has also provided $36 million in kitchen equipment 
grants and targeted technical assistance to help struggling 
schools achieve implementation.26 

• Based on USDA projections, it is likely that as children 
shift from buying snacks for lunch to buying more meals, 
the additional revenue generated will be higher than the 
costs of providing healthier options.27  

• Schools with modern and adequate food storage and 
kitchen equipment have adjusted more easily to the 
updated nutrition standards. Providing funding for 
schools in need of new kitchen equipment is one 
effective strategy to improve compliance with the new 
standards.28

• While school lunch participation declined slightly overall 
from 2010 to 2013, participation among those receiving 
free lunches actually increased. Moreover, declines 
appear to have been concentrated in relatively few 
schools, as 84 percent of school administrators reported 
that the number of students purchasing lunches 
remained steady or increased following implementation 
of the updated guidelines. For example, the Los Angeles 
Unified School District (one of the nation’s largest 
school districts) experienced a 14 percent increase in 
participation following implementation of the updated 
standards.29   

EXAMPLES OF SCHOOLS THAT ARE 
MAKING IT WORK 

The food service department at Maryland’s Montgomery 
County Public Schools had to find a way to get its 202 
schools and 152,000 students on board with updated 
nutrition standards for school meals by training their 800 
food service staffers. As a participant in the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture’s HealthierUS School Challenge since 2008, 
the district had already made important strides toward 
meeting the updated standards before they went into effect. 
Challenges still remained, however, with getting students to 
like the healthier meals and training their large staff. Schools 
responded with hard work and creativity. Restaurant- style 
burrito and Asian bars helped make vegetables and legumes 
more appealing to their diverse student body. Food service 
leaders also led focus groups where students taste-tested 
healthier meals and offered their own suggestions on 
potential new items in their cafeterias. Cafeteria workers 
not only received extensive training before each school 
year in serving the healthier meals, but also got financial 
rewards if lunch participation rates increased at their school. 
These efforts are paying off; since 2013, the district’s lunch 
participation rate has remained stable and food service 
revenue has increased.30

It is not just in Maryland. For example, Kentucky’s Daviess 
County Public Schools are demonstrating how to get more 
students eating healthier school lunches—even their apples. 
This district has 18 schools and 11,500 students, half of 
whom receive free or reduced-price lunches. District leaders 
took some important steps to implement the new standards, 
such as gradually replacing kitchen equipment (swapping 
out deep fryers for steamers, for example) and training food 

Serving healthier foods and drinks in schools can have a ripple effect; for 
example, school nutrition directors have reported that parents sometimes 
request recipes after their children come home asking that they make the 
meal they had in school.37 But in addition to serving children healthier food 
in schools, we need to make sure children and their parents have access to 

information as well. For example, 51 percent of parents of overweight or 
obese children think their child’s weight is normal or even underweight.38 
Also, too many children and adults are unaware that a typical, 20-ounce 
bottle of soda sold in most public vending machines includes the equivalent 
of up to 18 teaspoons of sugar.39

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER: EDUCATING PARENTS AND CHILDREN

= =
One 20-ounce soda Three miles of walking 44 times around the bases at 

Camden Yards
Photo credit: Flickr “Defekto” (CC BY-NC 2.0)
Data source:  New York City Health Department

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/
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service staff to prepare and serve the healthier foods in an 
appealing way. They also took a creative approach by hiring a 
professional chef to develop district-wide recipes. Last year, the 
chef helped to address new sodium limits by developing tasty 
no-salt seasonings and reduce plate waste by slicing apples after 
finding that some students threw away the whole fruit. This year, 
district leaders hope to have her perform culinary demos for 
students and “become that icon for the cafeteria.” These changes 
are working: the number of students eating school lunches rose 
from 66 percent in 2004 to 73 percent in 2013 and, during 
the first month of the 2014 school year, the district reported an 
increase of 475 lunches compared to the same period in 2013.31  

CONCLUSION

We all want our children to grow up stronger and healthier, not 
weaker and sicker. 

That will require improving the eating and exercise habits 
that have led to the tripling of childhood obesity rates since 
1980, military obesity rates increasing by 61 percent in less 
than a decade, and countless billions of dollars spent treating 
preventable illness and disease.

There are signs that recent efforts to provide children with 
healthier food and beverages at school, more nutrition 
education, and more exercise opportunities may be beginning to 
cause this dangerous epidemic to level off among most children 
and even some encouraging evidence that obesity is beginning to 
fall among our youngest children. Unfortunately, adult obesity 
increased in some states in 2013 and remained high overall.32 
We need to do more, however, to make the healthy choice the 
easy and accessible choice for every child in every community. 

We must continue building on these signs of progress for the 
sake of our children’s health, our economic competitiveness and 
our national security. The more than 450 retired admirals and 
generals who are members of Mission: Readiness are standing 
strong to keep school nutrition standards on track, because 
when our national security and our children’s health are at 
stake, retreat is not an option.

MARYLAND COUNTIES 2011 RATE
Allegany County 28%
Anne Arundel County 28
Baltimore County 28
Baltimore city 33
Calvert County 29
Caroline County 32
Carroll County 28
Cecil County 33
Charles County 33
Dorchester County 35
Frederick County 27
Garrett County 31
Harford County 29
Howard County 23
Kent County 28
Montgomery County 19
Prince George's County 34
Queen Anne's County 27
Somerset County 36
St. Mary's County 29
Talbot County 29
Washington County 32
Wicomico County 34
Worcester County 31

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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19.5-23.8% 23.9-27% 27.1-30.7% 30.8+%0-19.4%

PERCENT OF OBESE ADULTS 
IN MARYLAND BY COUNTY
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RANK STATE PERCENT INELIGIBLE
51 Mississippi 78%

50 District of Columbia 78%

49 Louisiana 76%

48 Alabama 75%

47 West Virginia 75%

46 Arkansas 74%

45 South Carolina 74%

44 Tennessee 74%

43 North Dakota 73%

42 Montana 73%

41 South Dakota 73%

40 Kentucky 73%

39 New Mexico 73%

38 Oklahoma 73%

37 Texas 73%

36 Georgia 73%

35 Idaho 73%

34 Rhode Island 72%

33 North Carolina 72%

32 Missouri 72%

31 Indiana 72%

30 Arizona 72%

29 Pennsylvania 72%

28 Utah 72%

27 Ohio 72%

RANK STATE PERCENT INELIGIBLE
26 Michigan 71%

25 Florida 71%

24 Vermont 71%

23 Virginia 71%

22 Wisconsin 71%

21 Delaware 71%

20 Nebraska 71%

19 Wyoming 71%

18 New York 71%

17 Iowa 71%

16 Kansas 71%

15 Alaska 71%

14 Illinois 71%

13 Maine 70%

12 Nevada 70%

11 Oregon 70%

10 New Hampshire 70%

9 Maryland 70%

8 California 70%

7 Massachusetts 70%

6 Colorado 70%

5 Minnesota 69%

4 Connecticut 69%

3 Washington 69%

2 New Jersey 69%

1 Hawaii 62%

Source: Department of Defense, 2014

MILITARY INELIGIBILITY AMONG YOUNG
AMERICANS AGES 17-24

Three leading preventable causes of not being able to join the military include being 
overweight, lacking adequate education and having a history of crime or drug use.40
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*Calories from food components such as added 
sugars and solid fats that provide little nutritional 
value. Empty calories are part of total calories.

Equals 1 calorie Shows empty calories*
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WHO WE ARE
Mission: Readiness is the nonprofit, nonpartisan national security organization of more than 450 retired generals, admirals and other senior retired military 
leaders who work to ensure continued American security and prosperity by calling for smart investments in the upcoming generation of American children. It 
operates under the umbrella of the nonprofit Council for a Strong America.
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